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 Over 1.5 crore candidates registered for various exams conducted by IBPS
 After every notification on recruitement in public sector,lakhs of aspirants
apply
 Many Indian youth are looking aggressively to join public sector banks.
 Inspite of economy being opened and FDIs allowed, PUBLIC SECTOR/GOVT
JOBS are a rage among Indian youth

WHY A GOVT/PUBLIC SECTOR JOB IS PREFERRED?
1.

Lesser work load

We all know that government jobs have the minimum work load as well
as provide a lot of comforts as compared to private jobs. Not only this,
there are no over- times as well as extra weekends required as well. A
government employee knows exactly which days he is going to work and
for how long, hence providing a more relaxed as well as satisfactory life
style.

2.

Job security/ stability

Government jobs are not affected by a poor economy. There is very little
chance that any government employee will ever lose his/ her job. In
most of the cases, the job is retained until the individual is eligible for
retiring. Employees in government offices have a fixed income during
their entire term and the job security is also retained till the end.

3.

Fixed holidays and vacations

Probably one of the best perks of working in the government sector is
that you do not have to argue for going on holidays and for taking
leaves. There are fixed holidays per year and no matter what; you are
entitled to take advantage of them. (Government holidays + saturday
and sunday + certain amount of paid holidays in a year)

4.

Pensions and other benefits

Government employees are known to be getting a lot of attractive as
well as life- long benefits from the government of our country. Most

commonly, they are provided with life- long health care, pensions,
housing facilities , provident funds, , telephone subscription, LTC and
what not.

5. Respect - If you are a government employee then you will get
respect from a subset of government employees and people because of
your position and power.

6.Inevitable salary increment - In government jobs your salary
will increase which will have no correlation with your performance.

7.Stress free life - No deadlines, bosses scolding etc.
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